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The use of real-time delay-sensitive applications in wireless systems has signiﬁcantly grown during the last years. Therefore the
designers of wireless systems have faced a challenging issue to guarantee the required Quality of Service (QoS). On the other hand,
the recent advances and the extensive use of multiple antennas have already been included in several commercial standards, where
themultibeamopportunistictransmissionbeamformingstrategieshavebeenproposedtoimprovetheperformanceofthewireless
systems. A cross-layer-based dynamically tuned queue length scheduler is presented in this paper, for the Downlink of multiuser
and multiantenna WLAN systems with heterogeneous traﬃc requirements. To align with modern wireless systems transmission
strategies, an opportunistic scheduling algorithm is employed, while a priority to the diﬀerent traﬃc classes is applied. A tradeoﬀ
betweenthemaximizationofthethroughputofthesystemandtheguaranteeofthemaximumalloweddelayisobtained.Therefore,
the length of the queue is dynamically adjusted to select the appropriate conditions based on the operator requirements.
1.Introduction
The use of real-time delay-sensitive applications such as
voice, video streaming, or online-gaming for indoor WLAN
applications has been remarkably growing during the last
years. Nevertheless, WLAN was designed as a data transmis-
siontechnologywithouttheconsiderationsofvoiceandreal-
time applications, so that commercial IEEE 802.11 WLAN
systems do not guarantee strict Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements in terms of maximum allowed delay and/or
delay jitter. Moreover, the fact that the wireless environments
are characterized by a harsh scenario for communications
increases the diﬃculties to guarantee the desired QoS in
WLAN-based systems. The speciﬁc characteristics of the
wirelesschannelwithmultipleundesiredeﬀects,suchasdeep
fades and multipath, distort the original information. As a
consequence, guarantying QoS by using the scarce available
resources in an in-home wireless medium is a challenging
aspect for future WLAN systems.
Diﬀe r e n tQ o Sm e t r i c sa r ed e ﬁ n e da n du s e da td i ﬀerent
layers of the OSI model [1]. The acceptable signal strength
level and/or Bit Error Rate at the receiver may represent the
QoS at the physical layer, but at the higher layers, the QoS
concepts are quite diﬀerent as they are usually expressed in
terms of minimum-guaranteed throughput, and delay either
maximum allowed delay or delay jitter. Diﬀerent procedures
are followed at each layer to fulﬁl QoS requirements. At
DLC layer, QoS is guaranteed by appropriate radio resource
management algorithms while at the physical layer other
mechanisms such as power control, adaptive coding and
modulation, or symbol rate are applied to guarantee the
quality of the communications.
It has been proved that the vertical coupling among
layers, known as Cross-Layer [2], can signiﬁcantly improve
the eﬃciency of the wireless systems. Both theory and
experimental evaluations have demonstrated that cross-layer
between the physical and the higher layers seem to be
unavoidable in wireless environments in order to exploit the
wireless channel instantaneous conditions. Such interchange
of information not only helps in increasing the system sum
rate performance, but also may be used to guarantee the QoS
requirements in systems with heterogeneous type of traﬃc2 EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking
and applications which need diﬀerent QoS requirements. In
generalCross-Layerfurtheradvantagescanincludeimprove-
ments in terms of link throughput, reduction of the network
latency, energy savings in the mobile nodes, or minimization
of transmitted power [2, 3].
One of the resources of the system that can be employed
to improve the system performance in terms of both rate and
QoS is the spatial diversity. The Multiple-Input-Multiple-
Output (MIMO) technology in multiuser scenarios shows
very interesting results as several users can be simultaneously
serviced within the same frequency, time, and codes. Its
employment has already been standardized in IEEE 802.11n
and IEEE 802.16e, while it is expected to be part of the
forthcoming 4th Generation Long-Term Evolution (LTE)
Standard. Among the proposed techniques within MIMO,
the Multibeam Opportunistic Beamforming (MOB) strategy
that has been suggested in [4] to boost the wireless link
capabilitiesshowsthehighestperformance,lowercomplexity
design, and only partial channel information is required at
the transmitter side. MOB can be operated and adopted to
fulﬁl the QoS requirements demanded by the users for their
correct operation [5].
An interesting remark concerning the QoS compliance
in commercial wireless systems refers to the outage concept
[6], where due to the wireless channel characteristics, the
100% satisfaction of the strict QoS demands is impossible,
for what is known as outage in the QoS requirements [6].
The notion of outage is widely employed by engineers in
the cellular systems where commercial systems (e.g., GSM
and WCDMA) allow up to 2–5% outage, depending on the
scenario and the application. Therefore, the extension of
this concept to WLAN-based systems with delay-sensitive
applications seems to be the most tractable approach to asset
their eﬃciency.
Taking into consideration all the previous features, the
main contribution of this paper is to propose a Dynamic
Queue Length in the Data Link Control Layer, in order to
guarantee certain QoS, in the Downlink of multiuser and
multiantenna WLAN systems with heterogeneous traﬃc. As
a Cross-Layer philosophy is deployed, then the proposed
solution considers both the physical and application layers
characteristicsofthesystem.Tobemoreprecise,thelengthof
thequeuedependsontheQoSsystemrequirements,interms
of the system throughput and the maximum allowed delay
(and jitter) of the most delay-sensitive applications, where
some outage is considered in the QoS requirements of these
applications.
As a summary, the contributions of this paper are in the
ﬁeld of Dynamic queues management under QoS demands
as follows.
(i) The paper tackles a multiantenna scenario and
chooses the MOB scheme for its transmission strat-
egy.
(ii) Through the use of the outage concept, this paper
is able to formalize the service distribution charac-
teristics of the MOB scheme, allowing to obtain the
minimum rate and maximum scheduling delay in
closed form expressions.
(iii) An approach to obtain the opportunistic multiuser
gain, while providing the system QoS constraints in
terms of minimum-guaranteed rate and maximum
allowed delay, is presented.
(iv) This paper presents a Cross-Layer Dynamic queues
management strategy, and studies its performance.
A Cross-Layer design is required in order to con-
sider the instantaneous channel conditions and QoS
demands.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
makes a review of other similar solutions in the liter-
ature and underline their innovation. Section 3 presents
the system model while the Multibeam Opportunistic
Beamforming (MOB) is introduced in Section 4. Section 5
gives an overview of the system QoS performance followed
by Section 6 with the Dynamic Queue Length model.
Performance evaluation results are depicted and analysed
in Section 7, to close the paper with the future research
directions and conclusions in Sections 8 and 9,r e s p e c t i v e l y .
2. Related Work
With respect to the aforementioned concepts in a Downlink
system with heterogeneous traﬃc, several proposals in the
literature tackle the dynamic queue consideration, but with
diﬀerent objectives and requirements. The authors in [7]
propose a Media Access Control (MAC) protocol for a ﬁnite-
user slotted channel with multipacket reception (MPR)
capability. By adaptively changing the size of the contention
class (deﬁned as a subset of users who can access the
channel at the same time) according to the traﬃcl o a da n d
the channel MPR capability, the proposed dynamic queue
protocol provides superior channel eﬃciency at high traﬃc
load and minimum delay at low traﬃc load. However, this
protocol is dynamic in terms of traﬃc load queue and does
not deal with the problem of having diﬀerent users with
diﬀerent QoS demands.
An admission control problem for a multiclass single-
server queue is considered in [8] .T h es y s t e ms e r v e sm u l t i p l e
demand streams, each having a rigid due-date lead time. To
meet the due-date constraints, a system manager may reject
orders when a backlog of work is judged to be excessive,
thereby incurring lost revenues. Nevertheless, in this paper,
service classes are turned-away based on predeﬁned load
(packets in the queue) thresholds and only the average mean
delay is guaranteed, while the maximum delay is not.
A dynamically queuing feature for service enhancement
is proposed in [9], according to the increment of service
subscribers and their mobility. In addition, it presents a
dynamic queue manager that handles the queue size to
increase call completion rates for service enhancements in
wireless intelligent network environments. In spite of this,
other QoS demands are not possible and the problem of
having diﬀerent users with diﬀerent QoS demands is not
dealt with.
Various QoS requirements of bursty traﬃca n da
dynamicpriorityqueuewithtwotypesoftraﬃcareproposed
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accommodate two types of customers, the capacities of the
buﬀers being assumed to be ﬁnite for practical applications.
But the service order is only determined by the queue length
of the ﬁrst buﬀer, so that only average QoS demands can be
satisﬁed.
T h es c h e d u l e rgi v e ss o m eb u ﬀers and bandwidth to every
priority class at every port in [11] .T h es c h e m ea d a p t st o
changes in traﬃc conditions, so that when the load changes
the system goes through a transient. Therefore, each queue
individually carries out its blocking process, which does not
provide any tight control on the QoS demands.
3. System Model
We focus on the single cell Downlink channel where N
receivers, each one of them equipped with a single receiving
antenna, are being served by a transmitter at the Base
Station (BS) provided with nt transmitting antennas, and
supposing that N is greater than nt. The considered scenario
is actually a multiuser Multiple Input Single Output (MISO)
but the results can be easily applied to multiuser MIMO
with any receiver processing. This scenario is considered for
easiness, as the receiver processing is out of this paper scope,
and all main conclusions of the paper are independent of
the processing carried out at the receiver. The scenario is
identiﬁedtobeaheterogeneousscenariowhereusersrunany
of the four diﬀerent classes of applications. Class 1 represents
voice users (the most delay-sensitive application) and has the
highestpriority,whileClass4isthelowestprioritybest-eﬀort
class.
It is worth mentioning that the demand of real-time
s e r v i c e s ,s u c ha sV o i c eo v e rI P( V o I P ) ,f o rs t r i c tQ o Sd e l a y
demands, leads to the reconsideration of the ring scattering
model [12], which is widely used in the evaluation of WLAN
systems with nonreal time (e.g., data traﬃc) applications.
This is because the QoS requirements have to be satisﬁed
in a tighter time scale, which requires for detailed models to
account for the instantaneous channel random ﬂuctuations.
A wireless multiantenna channel h[1×nt] is considered
between each of the users and the BS, where a quasistatic
block fading model is assumed, which keeps constant
through the coherence time, and independently changes
between consecutive time intervals with independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian entries
∼ CN(0,1). Therefore, the channel for each user is assumed
to be ﬁxed within each fading block (i.e., scenario coherence
time) and i.i.d from block to block, so that for the QoS
objective, this model captures the instantaneous channel
ﬂuctuations in a better approach than the circular rings
model. Let x(t) be the nt × 1t r a n s m i t t e dv e c t o r( a sw ea r e
in a Downlink scenario), while denote yi(t) as the jth user
received signal, given by
yi(t) = hi(t)x(t)+zi(t),( 1 )
wherezi(t)isanadditiveGaussiancomplexnoisecomponent
with zero mean and E{|zi|
2}=σ2. The transmitted signal
x(t) encloses the independent data symbols si(t) to all the
selected users with E{|si|
2}=1. A total transmitted power
constraintPt = 1isconsidered,andforeaseofnotation,time
index is dropped whenever possible.
4. MultibeamOpportunistic Beamforming
(MOB)
One of the main transmission techniques in multiuser mul-
tiantenna scenarios is the MOB scheme [4], where random
beams are generated at the BS to simultaneously serve more
than one user. The beam generation follows an orthogonal
manner to decrease the interference among the served users,
where nt beams are generated. Within the acquisition step,
a known training sequence is transmitted for all the users
in the system. Therefore, each user sequentially calculates
theSignal-to-NoiseInterferenceRatio(SNIR)relatedtoeach
beam, and feeds back to the BS only the best SNIR value
together with an integer number indicating the index of the
selected beam. The BS scheduler chooses the user with the
highest SNIR value for each one of the beams. So, it gets
the multiuser gain from the scenario to increase the system
throughput. After that, the BS enters the transmission stage
and simultaneously transmits to each one of the nt selected
users, where no user can obtain more than one beam at a
time.
Since the users with the best channel conditions are
selected for transmission, the scheduler is called Opportunis-
tic Scheduler. Therefore, the low complexity MOB strategy
achieves high throughput by spatial multiplexing the nt users
with the best channel conditions, making the transmitted
signal to enclose the data symbols for the nt selected users
as
x =
 
1
nt
nt  
m=1
bmsm (2)
with bm as the unit-power beam assigned to the mth user,
where the square root term is due to a total power constraint
of Pt = 1.
This scheme is characterized by its SNIR term due to
the interference that each beam generates to its nonintended
users, and even though the beams are orthogonally gener-
ated, some of the orthogonality is lost in the propagation
channel [4], stating the SNIR formulation for the ith user
through the mth beam as
SNIRi,m =
(1/nt)|hibm|
2
σ2 +
 nt
u / =m(1/nt)|hibu|
2 (3)
withbu as the unit-power beam assigned to the uth user, and
where a uniform power allocation is considered. As the user
with the highest SNIR value is selected for each transmitting
beam, then the average system throughput of MOB can be
written [4]a s
TH = E
⎧
⎨
⎩
nt  
m=1
log2
 
1+m ax
1≤i≤N
SNIRi,m
 ⎫
⎬
⎭,( 4 )
where E{·} is the expectation operator to denote the average
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the serving SNIR (i.e., the SNIR that the selected user i
receives when serviced through the mth beam).
Although it has been shown that MOB improves the
average throughput of the system [4], the main target of this
work is in providing a precise and guaranteed QoS control
for all the users, mainly in terms of the maximum allowed
delay, and minimum-guaranteed throughput. As it will be
later explained, this is achieved through the optimization
of the DLC queue length, where the simulations will show
an interesting tradeoﬀ between the QoS satisfaction and
the system average throughput. It has to be noted that the
minimum allowed rate, the maximum allowed delay and
the minimum-guaranteed throughput stand as QoS realistic
constraints for both real and nonreal time applications,
providing the commercial operator with a wider view than
the fairness concept, as the QoS is stated in terms of per user
exact requirements.
5. System QoS Performance
For the consideration of any transmission scheme in
commercial standards that run real-time applications, the
QoS of the users is a very important aspect that can be
characterized by several metrics or indicators based on
the design objectives. So, QoS can be expressed in terms
of rate, reﬂecting the minimum required rate per user,
or in terms of delay, showing the maximum delay that a
user can tolerate for its packets. This paper considers both
of the aforementioned QoS concepts, where the proposed
transmission scheme guarantees a minimum rate R per user,
which is presented by a minimum SNIR restriction (snirth),
through the classical relation (R = log2(1 + snirth)), and
delivered to it within a maximum tolerable time delay K.
As this work deals with real-time applications in WLAN
systems, then the QoS demands cannot be satisﬁed for the
100% of cases due to the channel characteristics. Therefore,
some outage ξout in the QoS is accepted [6], where the outage
is currently employed in cellular systems design as GSM and
UMTS, and expected in WLAN systems when running real-
time applications. As an example, VoIP can accept erroneous
packets up to 10−3 of the total number of packets.
The paper deﬁnes two concepts for outage [1]: the
scheduling delay outage and the rate outage. The ﬁrst one
is related to the opportunistic access policy and the time
instant when the ith user is provided service. Section 5.1
characterizes the user opportunistic access and obtains the
expression for its access delay probability. The second outage
conceptaccountsforthereceiveddatarateoncetheithuseris
selected fortransmission, and whetherits rate requirement is
satisﬁed or not. Section 5.2 derives the corresponding SNIR
distribution for the selected user and obtains the minimum-
guaranteed rate under an outage ξrate.
5.1. Access Delay Outage. In TDMA systems (e.g., GSM)
each user knows, in advance, its exact access slot; but in an
opportunistic scheduler, as a continuous monitorization of
the users’ channel quality is performed to select the best ones
in each slot, then the access to the wireless medium is not
guaranteed. Therefore, the study of the access to the channel
in the MOB scheme oﬀers several challenges that must be
solved for the MOB consideration in practical systems.
This section calculates the maximum access delay from
the time that a user’s packet is available for transmission at
the scheduler until the user is serviced through any of the nt
beams of the BS. If an active user is in the system, but it is not
scheduled within its maximum allowed delay (e.g., because
its channel conditions are not good enough to be selected by
the MOB scheduler), then that user is declared as being in
access delay, with an outage probability ξaccess given by
ξaccess = 1 −V(K) (5)
with V(K) as the probability that a maximum of K time
slots are required to select a user i from a group of N i.i.d.
users ( along the paper, all the users are assumed to have
the same average channel characteristics, and showing the
same distribution for the maximum SNIR value, so that each
user has the same probability to be selected. If this is not the
case (e.g., heterogeneous users distribution in the cell, with
some users far from the BS), then a channel normalization
(e.g., division by the path loss) can be accomplished for
such a scenario.), where this probability follows a Geometric
Distribution [13]a s
V(K) = 1 −
 
1 − Paccess
 K
. (6)
IntheMOBscheme,eachoneoftheN independentusers
attempts to be serviced by one of the nt generated beams
with Paccess = nt/N therefore from previous equation, the
maximumnumberoftimeslotsK untiltheith userisselected
for transmission, with a probability of delay outage ξaccess,i s
given by
K =
log2(1 − V)
log2
 
1 −Paccess
  =
log2(ξaccess)
log2(1 −nt/N)
,( 7 )
showing the eﬀects of the number of active users N and the
number of serving beams nt.
5.2. Minimum Rate Outage. If the BS scheduler selects a user
for Downlink transmission, it means that he/she has the
maximum SNIR among the users for a speciﬁc beam. But
the instantaneous channel conditions (i.e., the instantaneous
SNIR) may correspond to a transmission rate that does
not satisfy its current application rate requirements (e.g.,
for a predeﬁned Packet Error Rate, the channel can only
provide 6Mbps while the application asks for 24Mbps). As
a consequence, the user is unable to correctly decode the
received packets during the current time unit and suﬀers a
rate outage.
Based on the MOB philosophy to deliver service to
the users, the serving SNIR value is the maximum SNIR
over the active users in the system, corresponding to each
generated beam. Using the SNIR equation in (3), note that
the numerator follows a Chi-square χ2(2) distribution while
the interference terms in the denominator are modeled asEURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking 5
χ2(2(nt − 1)), which allows to obtain the SNIR probability
distribution function (pdf) as [1, 4]
f(x) =
e−(x·ntσ2)
(1+x)
nt
 
ntσ2(1+x)+nt −1
 
, (8)
and the cumulative distribution function (cdf) is then
formulated as
F(x) = 1 −
e−(x·ntσ2)
(1+x)
nt−1, (9)
andsincetheservingSNIRisthemaximumoveralltheusers’
SNIR values (i.e., the opportunistic philosophy), then its cdf
is stated as
FF(x) = (F(x))
N =
 
1 −
e−(x·ntσ2)
(1+x)
nt−1
 N
. (10)
Therefore the minimum required SNIR (snirth)f o re a c h
user is achieved with a probability U as
U(snirth) = 1 −
 
1 −
e−(snirth·ntσ2)
(1+ snirth)
nt−1
 N
(11)
which relates to the predeﬁned rate outage ξrate as
ξrate =
 
1 −
e−(snirth·ntσ2)
(1+ snirth)
nt−1
 N
, (12)
where the values of snirth and ξrate c a nb ec o m p u t e do n
the basis on any system objectives, under the number of
users N. With further manipulations, expression (12)c a nb e
reformulated as
log2(1+ snirth) =
log2
 
1/
 
1 −
N
 
ξrate
  
−λsnirth ·ntσ2
nt −1
,
(13)
obtaining the minimum-guaranteed rate, and where λ =
log2(e) = 1.4427 is adopted. Equation (13) shows the rate
limits of the system, indicating that high snirth requirements
induce high outage ξrate in the system. Negative values in the
right hand term indicate infeasibility of the requested rate.
We assume in this paper that the minimum SNIR guarantees
successful decoding of packets. Therefore, the following unit
stepfunctiondeﬁnesthePacketSuccessRate(PSR)relatedto
the snirth as
PSR =
⎧
⎨
⎩
1 if serving SNIR ≥ snirth,
0 if serving SNIR < snirth,
(14)
where a direct relation to ξrate is obtained from (12).
5.3. Outage of the System. As previously explained, the
MOB scheme comes controlled by two diﬀerent outage
measures, but the total system performance has to be deﬁned
through a single parameter. Notice that the two discussed
kinds of outage are totally independent, as the user’s access
to the channel happens when its SNIR is the maximum
over all the other users, with respect to a given beam,
but being the user with largest SNIR does not guarantee
that this SNIR is larger than an application predeﬁned
threshold snirth. Therefore, the total outage ξout is deﬁned
as
ξout = 1 −(1 −ξaccess) ·(1 −ξrate), (15)
standing as the global measure of system outage.
5.4. Maximum Scheduling Delay. In point-to-point scenar-
ios, the queueing delay is the dominant factor in the system
delay [14] while in multiuser systems an additional delay
factor is introduced, because the system resources are not all
the time available to the same user. We name this additional
delay factor as the scheduling delay in multiuser systems. In
the round robin systems (e.g., TDMA) the user access to the
channel is known in advance, so that its scheduling delay
can be easily calculated. However, in opportunistic multiuser
systems where the users with the best channel conditions
are selected for transmission based on their instantaneous
SNIR, a user does not have any guarantee for being
scheduled in a speciﬁc time, which increases its scheduling
delay.
In the context of this paper, we deﬁne the maximum
scheduling delay as the time period from the instant that a
user’s packet is available for transmission at the scheduler
until the packet is correctly received at its destination. The
diﬀerence with the access delay deﬁnition is the requirement
of a rate threshold in order to guarantee the decoding
without errors, as in (14). Notice that this deﬁnition includes
both the delay resulting from the scheduling process (i.e.,
the opportunistic selection) and the delay caused by the
requirements to get a rate above to a minimum required
threshold to be correctly received. Therefore, the maximum
number of time slots to select a user with a total outage ξout
is equal to the K access slots (7), deﬁning the maximum
allowed scheduling delay.
In order to avoid misleading conclusions for the reader,
a brief numerical example is presented. In a scenario with
N = 30 total users, nt = 3, a system bandwidth of Bw =
1MHz, K = 25, required maximum scheduling delay, σ2 = 1
and R = 580Kbps minimum demanded rate for each user, it
results that ξaccess = 7.1% and ξrate = 4.3% are obtained. So
that the access delay is 25 slots with an access outage of 7.1%.
But even though a user is selected, it may get a rate below
its requirement with an outage probability of 4.3%, so that
the ξrate must be introduced. Therefore, a wireless operator
can guarantee to each user, the correct reception of its packet
within a maximum scheduling delay of 25 slots and with a
t o t a lo u t a g eo fξout = 11.0%.
As we consider the scheduling delay, both the buﬀer
management and source statistics for arriving packets are
not addressed [15]; the queues stability target [14] is neither
considered. Therefore, we assume a saturated system and
onlyconsiderthedelayresultingfromtheschedulingprocess.
The total delay (scheduling + queueing) will be tackled as a
future work.6 EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking
5.5. Minimum-Guaranteed Throughput per User and per Slot.
Obtaining the system throughput formulation is diﬃcult
as several processes are included in the communication
procedure. The receiver decoding through the unit step
function in (14) simpliﬁes the throughput formulation, as
the eﬀects of several steps in the communication process
(e.g., coding) are avoided.
In opportunistic multiuser scenarios, the user in not
always served by the system, so that its throughput is zero
for several time units. Therefore, a normalized minimum-
guaranteed throughput per user over the time is required.
Notice that such deﬁnition of throughput per user and per
slot accounts for the user’s waiting time and hence, for its
correspondingschedulingdelayexpression.Consideringthat
the bandwidth of the system is Bw, then the minimum-
guaranteed throughput per user and per slot is denoted as
T, in bits, and given as
T=
Bwlog2(1−nt/N)
 
log2
 
1/
 
1−
N
 
ξrate
  
−λsnirth · ntσ2
 
(nt−1)log2(ξaccess)
,
(16)
where the expression in (13) is used to provide a closed form
solution for the minimum-guaranteed throughput per user,
with all the operating variables. Notice that by increasing the
number of users N, the minimum-guaranteed rate R goes
up and as a consequence higher throughput is obtained. On
the other hand, larger N induces larger scheduling delay,
increasing in this way the value of K, that drives lower
throughput values. This shows a tradeoﬀ on the number of
available users in the systems, motivating a control over the
N value to achieve the system QoS requirements, as will be
shown in the next section.
Note that the minimum-guaranteed throughput is the
worst case awarded throughput to the users, but it actually
deﬁnes the throughput value that an operator can guarantee
to its customers, obviously, with a given outage ξout;w h e r e
the guaranteed throughput per user is diﬀerent from the
concept of average throughput in (4), previously presented.
A very common example in commercial systems for average
throughput and the minimum-guaranteed throughput is
seen in the ADSL service, where, for example, an operator
can provide its costumers 20Mbps (which is the value
that appears in its advertisements), while the minimum-
guaranteed value for the user is 2Mbps (National regulatory
telecommunication agencies often ask for a guaranteed value
of at least 10% of the average value).
6.DataLinkControlwith
DynamicQueueLength
Two important aspects to achieve QoS for the serviced
users are extracted from the analytical study in the previous
section: the impact of the number of available users and
their exact QoS demands. To control the diﬀerent user
requirements and their sensitivity to delay and rate, a control
on the DLC queue length L is proposed in this paper. The
aimofthissectionistoprovideadescriptionofthisproposal,
performed through a cross-layer scheduling algorithm at the
DLC layer of WLAN systems. The main idea of the proposed
scheme is depicted in Figure 1. It can be seen that each IP
packet is stored at the corresponding priority queue in the
IP layer, before moving down to the DLC layer queue. Users
from higher priority IP queues are placed at the beginning
of the DLC queue following by users with lower priorities
traﬃc.
At the Physical layer, the WLAN systems use diﬀer-
ent modulation levels, so that variable transmission rates
depending onthe channelconditions (measuredthrough the
received SNIR) are obtained. The MOB scheme is applied to
select the users with the best channel conditions per beam in
order to maximize the system average throughput.
Regarding the dynamic queue length mechanism, when
the maximum allowed delay (or minimum allowed rate)
in the delivery of the most delay sensitive application is
smoothly satisﬁed, then the length of the queue can be
increased so that more users can be placed in the DLC layer
queue. As a consequence, the MOB scheduler can select the
user per beam with the best channel conditions in a bigger
pool of choices, increasing in this way the performance of
the system in terms of the average throughput in (4). On the
other hand, when the maximum allowed delay requirements
are hardly satisﬁed, then the length of the DLC queue is
decreased. Therefore, only packets form users within the
higher priority classes can be available in the DLC layer
queue, so that the MOB scheduler can only select, for each
one of the beams, among these users. Likewise, the same
procedure can be applied when the minimum-guaranteed
throughput per user is the considered QoS indicator.
Note that the proposed dynamic adjustment in the size
of the queue shows the tradeoﬀ between the real-time users’
QoS demands and the system average throughput in the
network, where the best operating point depends on the
network operator requirements. It has to be noted that very
delay sensitive applications are in general characterized by
short packets lengths, such as VoIP, that do not extract all the
beneﬁt from the throughput of the system. To ﬁnd the best
operating point, the dynamic queue length L (i.e., number
of available users at the DLC layer) is maximized, subject
to some system requirements in terms of the users’ QoS
demands. Taking into consideration the existence of outage
in the QoS satisfaction, a proposed optimization procedure
for the system performance can be stated as
maxL
s.t.1 Prob{SNIRi < snirth}≤ξrate ∀i ∈ L,
s.t.2 Prob{Dmax <K i}≤ξdelay ∀i ∈ L,
s.t.3 Prob{Ti ≥ Tmin}≥1 −ξout ∀i ∈ L,
(17)
where Dmax is the maximum allowed delay and Tmin is the
minimumrequiredthroughputperuserandperslot.Itishas
to be noted that the previous scheme presents the dynamic
queue length adjustment together with the QoS concepts
(minimum allowed rate, maximum allowed delay, and
minimum-guaranteed throughput), where the operator canEURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking 7
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Figure 1: Dynamic queue length scheme.
Table 1: SINR values mapping to rate.
Rate (Mbps) SINR value
0 < −8
6 −8 to 12.5
9 12.5 to 14
12 14 to 16.5
18 16.5 to 19
24 19 to 22.5
36 22.5 to 26
48 26 to 28
54 >28
choose among the QoS demands for the most appropriate
ones for each scenario.
7. Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the proposed dynamic DLC
queue mechanism, a heterogeneous scenario is set up where
users with four types of applications coexist in the system.
Two transmitting antennas nt = 2 are available, so that
two beams are generated and two users in the Downlink
can be simultaneously serviced through the same frequency,
code, and time. A total of N = 20 users are available in
the scenario with 5 users for each service traﬃc class. The
length of the packets for the classes 1, 2, 3, and 4 is 100, 512,
1024, and 2312 bytes, respectively. Class 1 has the highest
priority, while class 4 is the lowest priority class. A saturated
system is considered, where all users have at least one packet
available for transmission. A total system bandwidth of
20MHz and a slot service time of 1ms are assumed in
the simulations. An Indoor complex i.i.d. Gaussian channel
with ∼ CN(0,1) entries is considered. A time scale of 106
channel visualizations is employed to display the channel
continuousvariations.Resultsforanopportunisticscheduler
that only transmits to a single user [16] are also shown in the
ﬁgures to realize the beneﬁts of MIMO from a higher layers
perspective. Obviously, the same total power constraint is
imposed on both systems in order to have a fair comparison.
Table 1 shows how the SNIR values for IEEE 802.11 legacy
systems are mapped to the transmission rate per beam, as
stated in [17].
The eﬃciency of our dynamic queue length scheme is
comparedwithaRoundRobin-basedscheme[18],wherethe
channel conditions are not taken into consideration in the
scheduling process, and the users access to the channel are
guaranteed at ﬁxed intervals. This technique is implemented
in TDMA-based systems (e.g., GSM) and it has been proved
to provide the lowest possible scheduling delay, but the
obtained throughput is very low as the channel conditions
are not regarded in the scheduling process. Moreover, it can
not be combined with the MIMO Multiuser capability, since
the application of MIMO Multiuser techniques needs for the
users’ selection principle to choose nt users that show the
least interference among themselves [4].
InFigure 2,thepercentageoftheoutageinthemaximum
delay satisfaction for Class 1 users versus the length of the
queue is presented. A maximum allowed delay of 20ms is
assumed for the class 1 users. It can be seen from Figure 2
that when the length of the queue is L = 5 (so that only
users of the class 1 exist in the DLC queue), the maximum
allowed delay is guaranteed for almost 100% of the cases
(with an outage of 0.049%). Notice that increasing the queue
length to 20, so that all users are eligible to be selected, the
outage reaches a value of 12%. Therefore, the operator can
position itself in the most appropriate point based on its
requirements and its customers demands. The single user
service (indicated as “no-MIMO” in the ﬁgures) provides an
outage value of 2% for a DLC queue length of 5 and when
the DLC queue length is 20, the outage value boosts to 36%,
which is an unacceptable value for any communications
system. The results show the great beneﬁt of providing QoS
delay guarantees with the MOB technique as the users are
p r o v i d e ds e r v i c em o r ef r e q u e n t l y( a s2b e a m sa r eg e n e r a t e d ,
then the waiting time for the users is decreased, as stated
in (7)), thus the probability to violate the maximum delay
restriction is lower. Note the exact match between the theory
and the simulations results, as approximations were not
employed in the equations derivation. From Figure 2 we can
also see that in a scenario of 20 users with a maximum of
20ms maximum allowed delay (remind that the service slot
time is 1ms), then all users are serviced through the Round
Robin strategy, delivering a 0% in the outage delay.
From Figure 2 we can see that the outage probability
increases with the DLC queue length, which is harmful
for the performance of the system. On the other hand, in
order to increase the system average throughput a longer
length of the DLC queue is required, so that more users are
eligible for scheduling selection in the system. This means
that class 1 users have lower chance to be serviced by the BS
scheduler, which has a direct impact on the time delivery8 EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking
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Figure 2: Outage probability (%) in the maximum delay satisfac-
tion for Class 1 users, with a maximum allowed delay threshold =
20ms.
of their packets. Figure 3 shows the performance of the
average throughput (from (4)) for a variable DLC queue
length, where as expected, increasing the queue length (i.e.,
the number of available users for scheduling), the average
throughput values go up due to the opportunistic way of
user/s selection in both of MOB and single user selection
in [16]. Once again, it can be seen the exact match between
simulations and the theoretical analysis. Notice the deﬁcient
performance of the round robin strategy, as the scheduler
does not tackle the channel conditions, thus delivering very
low system throughput performance, which handicaps its
implementation in current broadband wireless systems, even
of its outstanding delay performance.
Figure 3 shows how the gap between the two schedulers
enlarges as the DLC queue length increases, which is
motivated by the MOB performance, where a larger number
of users enable a better search for a set of users (2 users in
our simulations) that do not interfere a lot among them (i.e.,
better SNIR value). Also realize that the average throughput
gainofMOBisnotasamazingastheMOBgainintheoutage
of the QoS satisfaction, as seen in Figure 2. The explanation
for this matter is due to the MOB technique where more
users can be serviced (2 users in our study case), so that
the users have almost twice the probability to be serviced
in comparison with the single user scheduling approach in
[16]. But on the other hand, the throughput average gain
is not twice due to the interference that the users generate
between them. Therefore, we can claim that MOB scheme
is more suitable for QoS demands than average throughput
performance. This conclusion has not been stated previously
in the literature (up to the authors’ knowledge), where
this result is very interesting for the implementation of
M O B( a n dm o s tp r o b a b l y ,f o ra n yo t h e rM I M Om u l t i u s e r
technique).
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Figure 4: Minimum-guaranteed throughput per user and per slot
for a variable DLC queue length and outage.
Regarding the minimum-guaranteed throughput (re-
mind the discussion at the end of Section 5.5 about the
diﬀerence between guaranteed throughput per user and the
average throughput) that the system oﬀers to each user in
each slot, Figure 4 depicts it for variable DLC queue length
values, as well as for variable allowed outage ξout values. For
the MOB scheduler, it can be seen that there is an optimum
DLC queue length L, where the guaranteed throughput has
a maximum value for each considered outage. Therefore,
the system can be optimized based on speciﬁc demands
and restrictions, for all the classes of users. For example, if
the DLC queue length (i.e., available number of users) is
L = 15, and each user is guaranteed a minimum throughput
value of 10Mbps within a maximum of 20 time slots (i.e.,
20ms),thentheminimum-guaranteedthroughputvalueper
user and per slot equals 0.5Mbps, as shown in Figure 4.EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking 9
The results for the single user scheduler are also plotted,
showing lower performance than the MOB except for the
case of short DLC queue length (i.e., small number of
users), where the intrabeam interference in MOB limits the
multiuser capability [19]. This eﬀect is highlighted for small
outage values where all resources should be awarded to a
single user to avoid violating its outage constraint.
8. FutureResearch Directions
This work developed a QoS optimization over the system
metrics to guarantee the QoS for the users, but as a future
work, a joint optimization over the QoS metrics is also
required to avoid any controversial results among them.
Moreover, as all current broadband wireless systems are
based on the OFDM Access (OFDMA) scheme, a resource
management based on the subcarriers allocation is also
required to align with current standards.
Another future work is related to the Hour-Aware
Resource Management (HA-RMM). As it is deﬁned in the
literature, applications running over the diﬀerent hours
have diﬀerent QoS requirements (e.g., during the night
background traﬃc is the dominant one while during the
morning, real-time traﬃc is needed; where each application
has its own QoS demands). Therefore, a smart resource
management strategy over the diﬀe r e n td a yh o u r si sd e s i r e d
to achieve a further optimization of the system resources.
9. Conclusions
A dynamic queue length scheduling strategy has been
presented in this work for Downlink multiuser and multi-
antenna WLAN systems with heterogeneous traﬃc. Among
the users with a packet in their queue, the ones with the best
channel conditions are selected for transmission. Through
the MOB scheme, the length of the queue deﬁnes the
maximum achievable average throughput of the system. On
the other hand, the QoS requirements of the delay sensitive
applications are guaranteed with short DLC queue lengths. A
tradeoﬀ appears between the system average throughput and
the QoS demands of the users.
The paper proposed a dynamic DLC queue length
control, so that the maximum length is allowed to obtain
the highest average system throughput, but restricted to
the satisfaction of the users QoS. Several alternative QoS
measures are presented along the paper and in closed
form expressions, so that the wireless operator can choose
among them for the most suitable ones for each scenario
characteristics and users’ QoS requirements.
Besides the dynamic queue proposal, another important
outcome of this paper is on how applications and link layers
(or in general higher layers) take proﬁt of the advances
introduced by multiple antennas and signal processing
techniques in the physical layer. A challenge faced by this
paperisonhowtodealwithseveralaspectsfromthediﬀerent
layers of the communication process, so that we tried to
make the physical layer concepts to be clear for high layers
researchers, and vice versa.
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